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Abstract
End-stage kidney disease (ESKD) is a worldwide unsolved problem. Access to renal replacement therapies (RRT) is still a challenge in some developed countries and even more so in developing countries. Allo-hemodialysis (alloHD) is a recently proposed, still hypothetical, alternative RRT where the blood of a healthy subject (“buddy”) flows countercurrent to the patient’s blood through the dialyzer. Solutes and fluid are transferred to the buddy and then cleared by his/her healthy kidneys, making alloHD essentially a procedure where the buddy “donates” kidney function intermittently to the patient. Its drastically reduced complexity makes alloHD particularly attractive for low-resource settings. The acceptance of alloHD by patients, caregivers, and health care professionals (HCP) is unknown. In this cross-sectional study, we surveyed the preferences and acceptance of alloHD in 3 groups: caregivers related to ESKD patients, nonrelated caregivers (nrCG), and HCP. Four areas were explored: RRT preferences, kidney organ donation for transplant acceptance, alloHD acceptance as a potential RRT, and alloHD technique acceptance. Hemodialysis was the preferred form of RRT. Intermittent kidney function donation (i.e., alloHD) was mainly accepted by related and nrCG but less accepted by HCP (87, 90, and 60% respectively, \( p < 0.01 \)). New RRT alternatives such as alloHD are expected to be better received and accepted once animal, and clinical studies have demonstrated their feasibility, safety, and benefits. New RRT strategies are required primarily in most vulnerable populations and should be explored.

Introduction
Currently, end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) is overwhelming health care systems in many countries worldwide \([1, 2]\). Renal replacement therapies (RRT) currently available are unequally distributed \([3]\). Hemodialysis (HD) is the most prevalent type of RRT around the world \([4]\). Although any RRT type is available in most countries, it is limited to specific subgroups of the population and frequently the most vulnerable populations have no access to treatment or even diagnostic tests \([5]\). Premature death was reported worldwide in up to 7 million people annually due to lack of RRT access \([3]\). Since the inception of HD, peritoneal dialysis (PD), and kidney transplant (KT) in the last century \([6, 7]\), no new RRT strategies have been explored.
Allo-HD (alloHD), a new and innovative dialytic RRT, has been proposed recently [8]. In alloHD, the kidney patient’s blood flows inside the dialyzer countercurrent to blood from a healthy subject (“buddy”). Dialysis’ physical principles apply in this model, allowing the transfer of fluid and solutes between the patient and the buddy. Solutes and fluid transferred into the buddy are then cleared by his/her healthy kidneys, making alloHD essentially a procedure where the buddy “donates” kidney function intermittently to the patient. This drastically reduced complexity makes alloHD particularly attractive for low-resource settings.

AlloHD involves risks, for example, the need of a vascular access in the buddy, the unknown effects of intermittent solute and fluid transfer through a dialyzer membrane to the buddy, and infection risks in the event of dialyzer blood leaks. Mathematical models and ex vivo experiments have demonstrated efficacy of alloHD to remove uremic solutes, such as urea, creatinine, and other uremic toxins [8]. Although this new technique demonstrates theoretical and ex vivo efficacy, patients, caregivers, and health care professionals (HCP) will be challenged to accept a completely novel RRT, especially because it involves a healthy subject as a potentially new patient to care for.

The acceptance of new paradigm-breaking treatments always travels in parallel with ethical and medical concerns for the prescriber as well as the patient, even more if this new treatment implies a substantial change in the standard treatment. Historical examples are first organ transplantation [9], assisted human reproductive techniques [10], and others. The objective of this study was to explore the preference of RRT type and acceptance of alloHD treatment across kidney patient’s caregivers and nephrology HCP based on the up-to-date information about this new RRT technique.

**Methods**

We conducted a cross-sectional survey in 3 groups: caregivers related to kidney patients-related caregivers (rCG), non-rCG (nrCG), and nephrology HCP. The survey took place from March to June 2019 at the NausLife HD Clinics and Hospital General “Dr. Miguel Silva” in Morelia, Mexico.

Before asking survey questions, we briefly explained the current RRT modalities, including KT. We then explained alloHD. A short slide presentation on an electronic tablet accompanied this explanation. The survey comprised 4 questions and was administered following the explanation of RRT modalities. The participants responded anonymously to the following 4 questions:

**For caregivers:**

- **Question 1:** If you would require RRT, which type of therapy would you prefer?
- **Question 2:** Would you donate a kidney to the person you care for?
- **Question 3:** Would you donate the function of your kidney intermittently (i.e., serve as an alloHD buddy) to the person you care for?
- **Question 4:** Do you agree with the alloHD procedure?

**For HCP:**

- **Question 1:** If you would require RRT, which type of therapy would you prefer?
- **Question 2:** Would you donate a kidney?
- **Question 3:** Would you donate the function of your kidney intermittently (i.e., serve as an alloHD buddy)
- **Question 4:** Do you agree with the alloHD procedure?

A dichotomic response was the only option for all questions (“HD or PD” for question 1, “Yes” or “No” for questions 2, 3, and 4).

We collected the frequency of responses and assessed the differences between groups by chi-square test or one-way ANOVA test with Bonferroni correction. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

We approached 139 subjects. A total of 125 participants (54% females) completed the survey, 33 rCG, 42 nrCG, and 50 HCP. Their mean age was 41.9 ± 17 years. By group, the mean age was for rCG 50.9 ± 15.3 years, for nrCG 44.9 ± 16.2 years, and for HCP 33.4 ± 15 years, respectively (p < 0.001).

HD (67%) was the most frequent RRT modality in patients who were taken care of by the respective caregivers, followed by PD (13%); 20% did not receive any form of RRT. Among the HCP, 78% were physicians and 22% non-physicians (nutritionist, nurses, and technicians).

Out of all 125 participants, 85.6% preferred HD as RRT (Q1), 94.4% accepted kidney donation (Q2), 60% accepted alloHD (Q3), and 79% accepted the alloHD procedure (Q4). Stratified by group, the responses were as follows: Q1: rCG (79%), nrCG (83%), and HCP (94%) preferred HD (χ² = 4.26, p = 0.11); Q2: rCG (94%), nrCG (91%), and HCP (98%) accepted kidney donation (χ² = 2.4, p = 0.29); Q3: rCG (76%) and nrCG (67%) accepted alloHD more frequently compared to HCP (44%; χ² = 9.5, p = 0.009) and; Q4: rCG (88%) and nrCG (91%) accepted the alloHD procedure more frequently compared to HCP (64%; χ² = 11.7, p = 0.003; Fig. 1).

Finally, we analyzed the responses by gender and age. For Q1, 40% males vs. 47% females (χ² = 0.009, p = 0.92) preferred HD; for Q2, 41% males vs. 54% females (χ² = 4.81, p = 0.02) accepted to donate a kidney; for Q3, 26%
males vs. 34% females ($\chi^2 = 0.19, p = 0.66$) accepted alloHD; and for Q4, 36% males vs. 43% females ($\chi^2 = 0.004, p = 0.94$) accepted the alloHD technique. Response type by age differed only regarding Q4, where mean age in the group who accept the alloHD technique vs. nonaccepted was $44 \pm 16.2$ vs. $34 \pm 17.9$ years, respectively ($p = 0.007$).

**Discussion**

This is the first ever analysis exploring alloHD acceptance by ESKD patient caregivers and HCP, respectively. Current access to RRT is limited especially in vulnerable populations, with low economic resources being in most cases the main barrier [3, 11, 12]. The gap between estimated incidence and prevalence of ESKD and access to RRT was described by Anand et al. [13]. Even in developed countries, disparities have been demonstrated regarding access to KT in vulnerable populations [14]. In this scenario, many people die prematurely because of a lack of access to affordable RRT. New RRT methods must be explored to reduce this gap. AlloHD is a new RRT technique that has the potential to decrease economic burden to patients, their families, and the health care system, especially in low- and low-middle income countries. While still in a predevelopment stage, alloHD has shown promising in silico and ex vivo results [8]. Clearly, successful animal studies are necessary before alloHD can be considered for humans. There are several open questions, mainly related to the technical procedures of the treatment per se, safety, feasibility, ethical aspects, beside others.

We were interested to explore if alloHD would be a RRT modality potentially accepted by kidney patient’s caregivers and renal HCP, respectively. To that end, we created a cross-sectional questionnaire. In our study, most patients who needed a caregiver were on HD (66%). This proportion is higher compared to other data reported from Mexico in previous studies (40%), but closer to the proportion in Latin America (75%) [15]. Frequently HD is offered as a first RRT choice due to the clinical conditions of our patients at dialysis initiation (usually symptoms such as acute pulmonary edema, seizures, vomiting, arrhythmia due to hyperkalemia, requiring urgent dialysis initiation). These circumstances could explain the lower proportion of PD patients in our cohort. The HCP group comprised of physicians and non-physicians, most of the subjects included in this survey were physicians (80%), including interns, residents and nephrology fellows from 2 different centers. The HCP were younger compared to patient caregivers.

When we analyzed the preferred RRT (Question 1), no differences were detected between groups, most of the subjects preferred HD compared to PD. While we are not aware of studies in our country to compare our results to, they are opposite to those reported by Morton et al. [16], who found in a sample of pre-dialysis patients and caregivers that the 66% preferred “home based” (PD or home HD) RRT modalities over “in-center” HD. Patients’ age could be a factor that influences RRT choice, in addition
to factors such as life expectancy, autonomy in daily live, financial burden, and others [17, 18]. Due to the small sample size, we did not explored these variables in our population. A recent German study explored the patients perspectives on RRT choices, since sometimes patients felt not being involved in the decision-making process [19].

No differences were found in kidney donation acceptance between groups (Question 2). The same high acceptance of kidney donation (>90%) was reported in a study including health care workers in Mexico, Cuba, and Spain [20], and comparable results are seen in the largest Mexican KT center, where 89% of transplanted kidneys come from living donors [21].

We found marked group differences with respect to Questions 3 and 4, respectively. These questions probed into the acceptance of intermittent kidney function donation (i.e., alloHD) and the alloHD technique, respectively. Most of those participants who accepted alloHD (donation and technique) were patient caregivers. In contrast, HCP showed a more guarded attitude. Due to absent animal and clinical studies, we did expect that concerns would be voiced by HCP, who are medically more knowledgeable and have first-hand experience with various RRT modalities.

Altruistic kidney donation has been explored in many ways, including psychosocial impact on donors, non-altruistic and coerced solid organ transplantation [22], economic burden and impact on organ donors [23] and, even more, the impact of kidney donation on the health status of kidney donors, especially their risk to develop ESKD themselves [24].

To date no study has explored the acceptance of “intermittent kidney function donation” (i.e., alloHD). Ethical concerns may lead the list of inquiries in alloHD, a review on a massive altruistic kidney donation by a religious community to nonrelated kidney disease patients [25] highlighted a myriad of pros and cons around community kidney donation. Eventually, the ethical aspects where addressed by understanding the real motivation and absence of coercion, with a clear understanding of benefits and risk to donors. Currently, in our country, a public health care coverage for RRT does not exist for more than half of the population. These circumstances force kidney patients to eventually spend all their financial resources on medical care and finally stop RRT (HD or PD). Even worse, a substantial number of ESKD patients do not even initiate RRT due to the lack of insurance and financial means. We think that there exits an ethical mandate to explore alternative RRT modalities that have the potential to provide affordable RRT to underserved kidney patients. AlloHD may provide such an alternative RRT modality and therefore there is a need to explore its acceptance especially in the most vulnerable patients.

Conclusions

Current RRT modalities are well accepted by caregivers and health care providers, the preferred RRT is HD compared to PD. Most survey participants accepted to donate a kidney. Absent animal and clinical studies, intermittent kidney function donation (i.e., alloHD) is mainly accepted by caregivers (the potential “buddies”), and to a lesser extent by HCP. New treatment alternatives could be better received and accepted once clinical studies demonstrate their feasibility, safety, and benefits. New RRT strategies such as alloHD are required mainly for the most vulnerable populations and should be explored.
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